AbstractÐAd hoc networks are self-organizing entities that are deployed on demand in support of various events including collaborative computing, multimedia classroom, disaster-relief, search-and-rescue, interactive mission planning, and law enforcement operations. One of the fundamental tasks that have to be addressed when setting up an ad hoc network (AHN, for short) is initialization. This involves assigning each of the n stations in the AHN a distinct ID number (e.g., a local IP address) in the range from I to n. Our main contribution is to propose efficient randomized initialization protocols for AHNs. We begin by showing that if the number n of stations is known beforehand, an n-station, single-channel AHN can be initialized with probability exceeding I À I n , in en y n log n p time slots, regardless of whether the AHN has collision detection capability. We then go on to show that even if n is not known in advance, an n-station, single-channel AHN with collision detection can be initialized with probability exceeding I À I n , in IHn Q y n ln n p time slots. Using this protocol as a stepping stone, we then present an initialization protocol for the n-station, kchannel AHN with collision detection that terminates with probability exceeding I À I n , in IHn Qk y n ln n k q time slots. Finally, we look at the case where the collision detection capability is not present. Our first result in this direction is to show that the task of electing a leader in an n-station, single-channel AHN can be completed with probability exceeding I À I n , in fewer than IIXQUlog n P PXQW log n time slots. This leader election protocol allows us to design an initialization protocol for the n-station, single-channel AHN with no collision detection that terminates with probability exceeding I À I n , in fewer than SXTUn y n ln n p time slots, even if n is not known beforehand. We then discuss an initialization protocol for the n-station, k-channel AHN with no collision detection that terminates with probability exceeding I À I n , in fewer than SXTU n k y n ln n k q time slots, whenever k n log n Q .
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INTRODUCTION
I N recent years, wireless and mobile communications have seen an explosive growth both in terms of the number of services provided and the types of technologies that have become available. Indeed, cellular telephony, radio paging, cellular data, and even rudimentary cellular multimedia services have become commonplace and the demand for enhanced capabilities will continue to grow into the foreseeable future [6] , [10] , [13] , [18] , [20] . It is anticipated that in the not-so-distant future, mobile users will be able to access their data and other services such as electronic mail, video telephony, stock market news, map services, and electronic banking while on the move [13] , [19] , [20] , [22] .
Unlike the well-studied cellular systems that assume the existence of a robust infrastructure, ad hoc networks must be rapidly deployable, possibly multihop, self-organizing, and capable of multimedia service support. Ad hoc networks are well-suited to the needs specific to collaborative computing, multimedia classroom, disaster-relief, searchand-rescue, law enforcement, distance learning, and other special-purpose applications [17] , [21] , [26] , [27] , [33] , [34] .
Ad Hoc Networks
An ad hoc network (AHN, for short) is a distributed system with no central arbiter, consisting of n mobile radio transceivers, henceforth referred to as stations. Typically, these stations are small, inexpensive, bulk-produced, commodity devices running on batteries that are deployed on demand in support of various events including collaborative computing, interactive mission planning, disaster-relief, search-and-rescue, and law enforcement operations. Since the AHN is deployed on demand, in places that may not have an existing infrastructure, they must be able to self-organize. Since they are bulkproduced, we assume that it is impossible or impractical to distinguish individual stations by serial and/or manufacturing number. Scalability and energy-efficiency concerns suggest a hierarchical organization of AHN systems with the lowest level in the hierarchy being a cluster. As argued in [21] , [23] , [25] , [26] , [35] , [37] , [38] , [40] , in addition to helping with scalability and robustness, aggregating stations into clusters and, further, into super-clusters has the additional benefits of 1) conserving battery power, 2) promoting spatial code reuse, and 3) concealing the details of global network topology from individual stations.
In most practical situations, the stations of a cluster are located in close physical proximityÐthe diameter of a typical cluster rarely exceeds a few hundred meters. An important side-benefit of clustering is that in a cluster every station is within transmission range of every other station, implementing, essentially, a local area ad hoc network [8] , [38] . Thus, all the stations in a cluster can use the same transmitter-oriented CDMA code, avoiding inter±cluster collisions [21] , [26] . We refer the reader to Fig. 1 illustrating an eleven-station cluster.
As it turns out, clusters are key ingredients in handling routing in hierarchically organized multihop AHNs [8] , [10] , [21] , [25] , [26] , [38] . In such an environment, routing of messages proceeds in stages: first routing takes place locally within a cluster; next, repeaters or gateways are being used to route the message from one cluster to the next. This is then repeated until, eventually, the message is delivered to the intended destination [21] , [25] , [26] .
Our focus in this paper is on quasistatic environments, such as multimedia classrooms, or collaborative environments where topology changes are infrequent, reorganizations are not required, and the stations are in relative close proximity. A typical example is a group of people, equipped with laptops, in a conference room wishing to organize themselves into a wireless network, without resorting to a centralized infrastructure.
The Communication Model
As customary, time is assumed slotted and all transmissions take place at slot boundaries [8] , [10] . We assume that the stations have a local clock that keeps synchronous time by interfacing with a Global Positioning System (GPS, for short) [16] , [24] , [35] , [36] . It is worth noting that, under current technology, the commercially-available GPS systems provide location information accurate to within 22 meters, as well as time information accurate 1 to within 100 nanoseconds [16] . In particular, this allows the stations to detect time slot boundaries and, thus, to synchronize even if located indoors [39] .
The stations are assumed to have the computing power of a usual laptop computer; in particular, they all execute the same protocol and can generate random bits that provide local data on which the stations may perform computations. We assume that the random numbers generated by each station by combining their random bits are totally independent.
The stations communicate using k radio frequency channels. We assume that in any time slot, a station can tune to one such channel and/or transmit on at most one, possibly the same, channel. A transmission involves a data packet whose length is such that the transmission can be completed within one time slot. Importantly, we assume an ideal propagation of radio transmissions. This is partly justified by the fact that within a cluster there is typically line-of-sight communication between stations.
We employ the commonly-accepted assumption that when two or more stations are transmitting on a channel in the same time slot, the corresponding packets collide and are garbled beyond recognition [10] , [11] , [26] , [27] . We distinguish between AHN systems based on their capability to detect collisions. Specifically, in the AHN with collision detection (CD, for short), at the end of a time slot the status of a radio channel is:
. NULLÐambient noise, i.e., no transmission on the channel . SINGLEÐexactly one transmission on the channel . COLLISIONÐtwo or more transmissions on the channel. In the AHN with no collision detection(no-CD, for short), at the end of a time slot the status of a radio channel is:
. NOISEÐambient noise: either no transmission or collision on the channel . SINGLEÐexactly one transmission on the channel. In other words, the AHN with no-CD cannot distinguish between ambient noise and two or more transmissions colliding on the channel.
Since a typical AHN is populated with inexpensive, commodity hand-held stations, the no-CD assumption makes a lot of sense since collision detection requires specialized hardware that may not be cost and energyeffective to provide. Moreover, several workers have argued that, even if the collision detection capability is present, it may be of limited value especially in the presence of noisy channels [8] , [9] . However, a number of radio and cellular networks including AMPS, GSM, ALOHA-net, as well as the well-known Ethernet are known to rely on their sophisticated collision detection capabilities [1] , [2] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [30] .
Our Contributions
There are two fundamental tasks that have to be completed by a self-organizing AHN: leader election and initialization, that we discuss next.
. The classical leader election problem asks to designate one of the stations of the AHN as the leader. In other words, after performing the leader election protocol, exactly one station learns that it was elected the 1. It is well-documented that GPS systems using military codes achieve a level of accuracy that is orders of magnitude better than their commercial counterparts [16] , [24] . leader, while the remaining stations learn the identity of the leader elected. The leader election problem is fundamental, for many other problems rely directly or indirectly on the presence of a leader in a network [4] , [5] , [28] , [41] , [42] , [43] . . The initialization problem is to assign to each of the n stations in the AHN a distinct ID number in the range from I to n. The initialization problem is fundamental in both network design and in multiprocessor systems [4] , [5] , [14] , [15] , [28] , [32] .
The main contribution of this work is to propose efficient randomized initialization protocols for AHN. We begin by showing that if the number n of stations is known beforehand, the single-channel AHN can be initialized with probability exceeding I À I n , in en y n log n p time slots, regardless of whether the AHN has collision detection capability.
We then go on to show that, even if n is not known in advance, an n-station, single-channel AHN with collision detection can be initialized with probability exceeding show that the task of electing a leader in an n-station, singlechannel AHN can be completed with probability exceeding I À I n , in fewer than IIXQUlog n P PXQW log n time slots.
In turn, this leader election protocol allows us to design an initialization protocol for the n-station, single-channel AHN with no collision detection that terminates with probability exceeding I À I n in fewer than SXTUn y n ln n p time slots, even if n is not known beforehand.
We then discuss an initialization protocol for the n-station, k-channel AHN with no collision detection that terminates with probability exceeding I À I n in fewer than SXTU n k y n ln n k q time slots, provided that k n log n Q . The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 offers a brief refresher of basic probability theory results that will be useful in assessing the performance of our protocols. Section 3 discusses the initialization problem for known n. Section 4 discusses the more realistic case where the number of stations in the AHN is not known beforehand. In Section 5, we address the problems of leader election and initialization in the AHN with no-CD in case the number n of stations in not known beforehand. Finally, Section 6 offers concluding remarks and points out directions for further investigations.
A BRIEF REFRESHER OF PROBABILITY THEORY
The main goal of this section is to review elementary probability theory results that are useful for analyzing the performance of our protocols. For a more detailed discussion of background material, we refer the reader to [31] .
Throughout, re will denote the probability of event e. For example, assume that the stations of an AHN have been partitioned into k groups q I Y q P Y F F F Y q k and that for a given i, I i k, the probability of the event i i that group q i fails to satisfy a predicate is p i . Now, (1) and (2) combined guarantee that the probability of the event that all the groups satisfy predicate is:
Notice that (3) holds regardless of whether the events i i are independent. For a random variable , i denotes the expected value of . Let be the random variable denoting the number of successes in n independent Bernoulli trials with parameter p. It is well known that has a binomial distribution, and that for every r, (H r n), r r n r p r I À p nÀr X R Further, the expected value of is given by
To analyze the tail of the binomial distribution, we shall make use of the following estimates, commonly referred to as Chernoff bounds [31] :
Let be the random variable denoting the number of successes in a number fn b n of independent Bernoulli trials, each succeeding with probability p. Clearly, i p Á fn. Our goal is to determine the values of and fn in such a way that (6) yields:
It is easy to verify that (8) holds whenever
hold true. Solving for and i in (9), we obtain:
Equation (11) allows the desired determination of fn. We note here that (11) and several of its easy variants will be used repeatedly in the remainder of this work to bound the tail of various binomial distributions. Finally, we take note of two well-known results that will be used frequently in the remainder of this work. Protocol Initialization-for-known-n for m 2 n downto I do repeat each station transmits on the channel with probability I m (c) until the status of the channel is SINGLE; the station that has transmitted in the previous time slot receives ID number n À m I and leaves the protocol endfor
The correctness of protocol Initialization-forknown-n being easily seen, we now turn to the task of evaluating the number of time slots it takes the protocol to terminate. We say that the current time slot in step (c) is successful if the status of the channel is SINGLE. Let be the random variable denoting the number of stations transmitting in a given round. Then, by virtue of (4) . We wish to determine fn such that: r`n r`I À i `I n X Now, using (11), we obtain i n y n ln n p and, therefore, fn en y n ln n p . We just proved that with probability exceeding I À I n , among the first en y n ln n p time slots there are at least n successful ones. Importantly, our protocol does not rely on the existence of the collision detection capability. Therefore, we have the following result:
Theorem 3.1. The task of initializing an n-station, singlechannel AHN with known n terminates, with probability exceeding I À I n , in en y n ln n p time slots, regardless of whether the system has collision detection capabilities.
At this time, we do not know whether, for known n, one can initialize an n-station AHN with CD faster than what Theorem 3.1 offers. In the remainder of the paper, we shall see that if the number of stations in the AHN is not known in advance, the CD capability indeed makes a difference.
INITIALIZING n-STATION AHNS WITH CD AND UNKNOWN n
The main goal of this section is to discuss initialization protocols for n-station AHNs with CD, assuming that the number n of stations is not known beforehand. We begin by presenting an initialization protocol for the single-channel AHN that terminates with probability exceeding I À I n , in IHn Q y n ln n p time slots. We then generalize this result to the case of the k-channel AHN with CD. Specifically, we discuss an initialization protocol for this case that terminates, with probability exceeding I À I n , in IHn Qk y n ln n k q time slots, subject to k satisfying a certain condition.
Initializing the Single-Channel AHN
The idea behind our initialization protocol for the singlechannel AHN is to construct a full binary tree 3 that we call a partition tree. As it turns out, the leaves of the partition tree are, with high probability, individual stations of the AHN. Some leaves may be empty but, as we shall see, this event has a vanishing probability. The internal nodes of the partition tree are associated with groups of two or more stations. By flipping coins, these stations will be assigned to the left or right subtree rooted at that node. For an illustration of a partition tree corresponding to a 5-station AHN, we refer the reader to Fig. 2 .
Each station maintains local variables l, v, and x. Let i denote the group of stations whose local variable l has value i. Notice that the collision detection capability allows us to determine whether a given node is a leaf or an internal node. This is done, simply, by mandating the stations associated with that node to transmit and by recording the corresponding status of the channel. The details of the initialization protocol follow. 
To address the correctness of protocol Initialization-with-CD, we note that no station is associated with more than one node at any given height h in the partition tree. Moreover, if a station is associated with an internal node of the partition tree, then it is associated with all the nodes along the unique path to the root. Consequently, each station will end up in exactly one leaf of the tree. Since the partition tree is traversed in a depth-first fashion, each station is guaranteed to eventually receive an ID. The fact that x is only incremented when the status of the channel is SINGLE guarantees that and no two stations will receive the same ID and that the IDs are consecutive numbers from I to n.
Next, we turn to the task of evaluating the number of time slots it takes the protocol to terminate. Call an internal node of the partition tree proper if both its left and right subtrees are nonempty. It is clear that every partition tree of an n-station AHN must have exactly n À I proper internal nodes.
Consider an internal node u of the partition tree that has a group of m, m ! P, stations associated with it. We refer to node u as basic whenever contains exactly two stations. Node u will be called regular if contains at least three stations (i.e., m ! Q). Let e be the event that node u is proper. Clearly, the assumption m ! P allows us to write re I À I P mÀI X IR It follows that a basic internal node is proper with probability at least I P , while a regular internal node is proper with probability at least Q R . Since the partition of a basic node results in two leaves, it follows that the number of proper basic nodes in a partition tree is bounded by n P . Similarly, since the total number of proper internal nodes is always n À I and at most n P of these are basic, the number of proper regular nodes cannot be smaller than n P À I. Let be the random variable denoting the number of regular internal nodes partitioned in 0n trials. We wish to determine 0n such that
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3. That is, one each of whose internal nodes have exactly two children. r`n P À I`e À ln Pn I Pn X IS By using a variant of (11), we obtain i n P y n ln n p . Now, since with probability at least Q R a regular internal node is proper,
0n
Pn Q y n ln n p X IT Similarly, let be the random variable denoting the number of basic internal nodes partitioned in 9n trials. We wish to determine 9n such that r`n P `e À ln Pn I Pn X IU By using a variant of (11), we obtain i n P y n ln n p X
Since with probability at least I P a basic internal node is proper, 9n n y n ln n p X IV Therefore, (3), (16) , and (18) combined guarantee that, with probability exceeding I À I n , the first Sn Q y n ln n p iterations of the while loop will result in at least n À I proper nodes.
Notice that a partition tree with Sn Q y n ln n p internal nodes has Sn Q y n ln n p leaves. Since one time slot is needed to detect each leaf, we have proven the following result. We note at this time that, as shown in Theorem 3.1, knowledge of the number n of stations in the AHN allowed us to design an initialization protocol terminating, with high probability, in en y n log n p time slots. If n is not known in advance, the best we can offer is IHn Q y n ln n p time slots. It is an interesting open problem to close this gap or to show that it cannot be closed.
Initializing an n-Station, k-Channel AHN with CD
and Unknown n Section 4.1 has shown that, even if n is not known in advance, a single-channel AHN consisting of n stations can be initialized in IHn Q y n ln n p time slots. The main purpose of this subsection is to generalize the result of Section 4.1 to the case where k channels are available to the AHN. Of course, the best performance that we can hope to attain is roughly IHn Qk y n ln n k q time slots. As we are about to show, this performance can, indeed, be achieved.
Consider an n-station, k-channel AHN, where the number n of stations is not known in advance. The k channels are enumerated as gIY gPY F F F Y gk and are known to all the stations.
In outline, our initialization protocol involves two stages. In the first stage, we assign uniformly at random the n stations of the AHN to the k channels and proceed to initialize the group of stations assigned to each of the channels individually. Once this is done, we need to update the local IDs to reflect the overall picture. The details follow.
Protocol Initialize-k-channel-AHN Stage 1 Each station chooses uniformly at random an integer between I and k. Let i, (I i k), denote the group of stations that have chosen integer i. Dedicate channel gi to group i and use protocol Initialization-with-CD to initialize i. Let p iYj , I i kY I j j ij, denote the jth station in group i. At the end of this stage, each station p iYj knows its local ID number j within i. Stage 2 For every i, (P i k), determine the sum iÀI j Ij j Pj Á Á Á j i À Ij. Each station p iYj , P i k, updates its local ID from j to iÀI j.
We begin by evaluating the number of time slots involved in completing Stage 1. For this purpose, we show that, somewhat surprisingly, no group i is likely to contain many stations.
Fix a channel and let be the random variable denoting the number of stations associated with that channel. It should be clear that i 
Simple evaluations confirm that
H``I IW whenever k n RXIT log n PXHV X PH By using (7) with the value of from (19), we can bound the probability that the given channel is associated with Let be the random variable denoting the number of basic internal nodes partitioned in fnY k trials. We wish to determine fnY k such that r`n Pk I P Qk ln Pnk n r `e À ln Pn I Pn X PP By using a variant of (11), we obtain i n Pk y n ln n k r 2 3 X Now, since with probability at least I P a basic internal node is proper, we have fnY k n k y n ln n k r 2 3
X PQ Similarly, let be the random variable denoting the number of regular internal nodes partitioned in gnY k trials. We wish to determine gnY k such that r`n Pk I P Qk ln Pnk n r `e À ln Pn I Pn X PR By using a variant of (11), we obtain i n Pk y n ln n k r 2 3
X
Since with probability at least To assess the additional overhead incurred by the task of checking termination, assume that for some integer t the status of channel gI is COLLISION or SINGLE in time slot t P and NULL in time slot t I P . In other words, the last remaining instance has finished execution somewhere between time slot t P and time slot t I P . Thus, we can
In turn, (26) guarantees that Stage 1 will be interrupted exactly t I times and, moreover,
X PU Since at most t I P À t P À I Pt time slots could have elapsed between the actual termination and the moment when termination was detected, (27) Recall that i, I i k, denotes the group of stations associated with channel gi in Stage 1. We assume that k is a power of P. The reader will not fail to see that this is assumed for simplicity only and that the general case is similar.
Stage 2 of the protocol is deterministic and works regardless of whether some of the is are empty. In case group i is not empty, we let viY H stand for a leader of i, taken to be the station having local ID of 1 in i. It is clear that at the end of Stage 1, station viY H knows the number j ij of stations in i. Also, we write for all i, I i k, eiY H j ij.
Consider the complete binary tree whose leaves, enumerated in preorder, are the k leaders vIY HY vPY HY F F F Y vkY H and refer to Fig. 3 . The internal nodes of will be labeled recursively. For now, we let iY j be the subtree of whose leaves are
At this point, we are ready to define viY j and eiY j for all j, I j log k. For every i, I i k P j , we write eiY j ePi À IY j À I ePiY j À IX PV The reader should be in a position to confirm that for every j, I j log k, and for every i, I i k P j : . every station viY j is associated with the root of the subtree iY j; . station viY j exists if and only if any of these stations exists; . an easy inductive argument shows that the value eiY j associated with viY j is:
. the value eIY log k associated with the root of the tree IY log k is k iI j ij. Rather interestingly, the task of updating the various sums can be performed concurrently with that of computing the values viY j and eiY j defined above. The idea is simple and is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Specifically, while station vPi À IY j is transmitting the value ePi À IY j, all the stations that are leaves of the subtree PiY j pick up the value transmitted and use it to update the partial sum they store. A simple inductive argument based on (30) shows that at the end of P log k time slots all the leaders viY H, I i k, have computed the correct sums i. An additional transmission allows each station in i, P i k, AHN to update their local ID by adding i À I to it. Consequently, Stage 2 terminates in P log k time slots.
Notice that if k satisfies 20, we can write log k P y n ln n k r 2 3
and, consequently, Stage 2 does not have an impact on the overall complexity of the protocol. To summarize, we have proved the following result. 
INITIALIZING THE AHN WITH NO-CD AND UNKNOWN n
Up to now, we have dealt with the case where the AHN has a collision detection capability. In many practical situations, especially in the presence of noisy channels, collision detection is rather hard to perform with any degree of accuracy. Moreover, collision detection requires special hardware that may not be available, or may be impractical to provide in the case of small hand-held devices.
The main goal of this section is to address the problem of initializing an n-station AHN that does not have the CD capability. We further assume that the number n of stations in the AHN is not known beforehand.
Our approach to initializing the AHN in the no-CD case is to first elect a leader in the AHN. The motivation for this is that, as we also show, once a leader is elected, a no-CD AHN can simulate in two time slots the AHN with CD. This result is quite surprising and novel. In addition, it is interesting in its own right.
Electing a Leader in the Single-Channel AHN with No-CD and Unknown n
We assume an n-station, single-channel AHN with no collision detection capability and where the number n of stations is not known beforehand. In the worst case, the stations are identical and cannot be distinguished by serial or manufacturing number. The well-known leader election problem asks to designate one of the stations of the AHN as leader. This is a fundamental task in group collaboration and has been addressed before in multiprocessor systems [5] , [28] , [33] , [41] , [42] , [44] .
In a previous paper, Willard [44] showed that a leader can be elected in an n-station, single-channel AHN with CD in ylog log n expected time. Recently, we [33] have extended Willard's result by showing that the same task can be performed in ylog log n time slots with probability exceeding I À y I log n or in ylog n time slots with probability exceeding I À y I n . However, to the best of our knowledge, the important problem of electing a leader in an AHN that does not have the collision detection capability was open. The lack of collision detection makes the problem significantly more difficult. The protocols of [33] , [44] rely in a crucial way on collision detection and, consequently, cannot be used in systems lacking this capability. Not surprisingly, our protocol is vastly different. As a preamble, we check to see if the AHN contains exactly one station. If such is the case, a leader is elected and there is nothing left to do. Otherwise, the following protocol is executed.
Protocol Leader-election-with-no-CD for i 2 I to I do for j 2 I to i do each station transmits on the channel with probability I P j ; if the status of the channel is SINGLE then the station that transmitted is declared the leader and the protocol terminates; endif end for end for
It is clear that protocol Election-with-no-CD terminates with the correct election of a leader. We therefore turn to the task of evaluating the number of time slots it takes the protocol to terminate.
Let s be the unique integer satisfying P s n`P sI . We say that a time slot j is promising if j s I. Note that by Lemma 2.2, a promising time slot succeeds to find a leader with probability at least
Now, Lemma 2.1 implies that the probability that the first t promising time slots fail to find a leader is less than
Put differently, (32) tells us that with probability exceeding
Pe Y the first t promising time slots in the protocol will succeed in electing a leader.
Notice that the first s t iterations of the outer for-loop, corresponding to i IY PY F F F Y sY s IY F F F Y s t are guaranteed to contain t promising time slots. It follows that the first I P Á Á Á s t time slots must contain t promising ones.
By selecting t Pe ln n`QXUTW F F F log n and by recalling that s log n we have proven the following result:
Theorem 5.1. With probability exceeding I À I n , one can elect a leader in an n-station, single-channel AHN in fewer than IIXQUlog n P PXQW log n time slots, even if n is not known beforehand.
For later reference, we note that by selecting t Pe ln kn`QXUTW F F F log kn, we have the following result.
Corollary 5.2. With probability exceeding I À I kn , one can elect a leader in an n-station, single-channel AHN in fewer than IIXQUlognk P PXQW lognk time slots, even if n is not known beforehand.
Simulating Collision Detection
The reader should be aware by now that, in essence, the difference between collision detection and its absence is that given a subset of stations, the AHN with CD can detect in one time slot whether:
whereas the AHN with no-CD can detect only Condition cd1 and cannot distinguish between cd2 and cd3.
Somewhat surprisingly, once a leader is elected, the AHN with no-CD can simulate the AHN with CD in two time slots. In other words, in one additional time slots the AHN with no-CD can discern between Conditions cd2 and cd3.
To see that this is the case, assume that a leader p was elected in the AHN. The leader receives the ID of 1 and will play a special role in the AHN. In particular, p is not considered to be part of any subset of stations.
To see how the simulation proceeds, the stations in transmit on the channel. If the status of the channel is SINGLE, Condition cd1 holds and no further action is necessary. Suppose, therefore, that the status of the channel is NOISE. Now p together with all the stations in transmit on the channel again. If the status is SINGLE, then it is clear that jj H and condition (cd2) holds. Finally, if the status of the channel is NOISE, then it must be that jj ! P holds.
Thus, if a leader is elected beforehand, every time slot of a single-channel AHN with CD can be simulated in two time slots of the AHN with no-CD. To summarize, we state the following important result. Theorem 5.3. Assuming that a leader has been elected, any protocol running in time slots on an n-station, singlechannel AHN with CD will take at most P time slots on an n-station, single-channel AHN with no-CD.
On the other hand, if a leader is not available, then we can use our randomized leader election protocol. Of course, in this case the overhead of electing a leader must be added to the overall complexity of the protocol at hand.
Theorem 5.4. Consider a protocol that terminates with probability exceeding I À I n , in time slots on an n-station, single-channel AHN. Then the same protocol will terminate with probability exceeding I À I n , in fewer than P in time slots on the n-station, single-channel AHN with no-CD, where in IIXQUlog n P PXQW log n.
Initializing the AHN with No-CD and Unknown n
In this section, we show how all the pieces fit together, resulting in efficient initialization protocols for the AHN with no-CD capability. We begin by electing a leader in the AHN, as discussed in Section 5.1.
Observe that the availability of the leader allows us to simulate every time slot of the initialization protocol for the single-channel AHN discussed in Section 4.1 in at most two time slots. One can make a small improve± ment, however. Recall that the complexity of protocol Initialization-with-CD has two major components: processing internal nodes of the partition tree, and processing the leaves. Clearly, exactly n of these leaves must be single stations in the AHN. As a consequence, when detecting such a leaf, the second step of the simulation described in Section 5.1 is not necessary. With this observation, the overall number of time slots r e q u i r e d d r o p s f r o m PH Q n in y n ln n p t o IU Q n in y n ln n p . In addition, notice that in P y n ln n p X Consequently, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.5. Even if n is not known beforehand, an n-station, single-channel AHN with no-CD can be initialized with probability exceeding I À I n , in fewer than SXTUn y n ln n p time slots.
We now turn to the initialization of the n-station, k-channel AHN with no-CD. Recall that the protocol Initialize-k-channel-AHN discussed in Section 4.2 involves two stages. The first stage involved setting up k instances of the initialization problem in each of the k channels.
Having set up these k instances, we begin by electing a leader in the group of stations assigned to each channel, In this case, however, only Stage 1 has to be simulated, as Stage 2 is deterministic and does not use simultaneous transmissions on any channel.
Since in typical situations the number k of channels is much smaller than the number n of stations in the AHN, it is reasonable to assume that 
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
An ad hoc network (AHN, for short) is a distributed system with no central arbiter, consisting of n mobile radio transceivers, referred to as stations. Typically, these stations are small, inexpensive, commodity hand-held devices running on batteries that are deployed on demand in support of various events: collaborative computing, disaster-relief, search-and-rescue, or law enforcement operations.
Our main contribution was to address one of the fundamental tasks in setting up an AHN, namely that of initializing the network both in the case where collision detection is available and when it is not. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first initialization results reported for ad hoc networks.
There are a number of problems that remain open. First, we do not know how to take advantage of the fact that in some cases the number n of stations is known at the outset. This is the case in collaborative environmentsÐfor example, in a brain-storming session in which the participants cooperate to attain a certain goal. The problem is that in the presence of k radio channels, once we assign the stations to channels, the number of stations per channel is no longer known exactly. This is, in fact, the approach we took in this work. Can one do better? Yet another important avenue is to realize that stations in the AHN often have severe power constraints [7] , [19] , [22] . It is important, therefore, to devise protocols that are as energy-efficient as possible. Ideally, the protocols should allow the end user to specify the amount of power available and seamlessly integrate power restrictions into the protocol.
The initialization protocols presented in this work assign consecutive ID numbers to the stations of the AHN. While this is very useful for the purpose of designing efficient protocols, the consecutive numbering of the stations is only suitable for low-mobility environments. As an illustration, consider an ad hoc network set up in a conference room where the participants engage in a collaborative multimedia session. Clearly, in this case mobility is low and, once established, the consecutive ID numbering is easily maintained. An interesting open problem to address in the future is a mechanisms for handling (highly) dynamic group membership.
Finally, we note that the protocols discussed in this paper rely on the fact that the stations can keep synchronous time by interfacing with a GPS system. It is important to look at various less stringent synchronization scenarios and to adapt our protocols for these environments. This promises to be a fascinating area for future work. 
